JAZZ UP YOUR KITCHEN WITH A NEW BACKSPLASH
While the white kitchen seems to be a trend with staying power, we’ve noticed more
homeowners choosing colorful tile backsplashes lately. That trend was evident in many of the
most popular new kitchen photos added to Houzz from April through June. Below are some of
the standouts from new kitchen photos that made the top 40. Which
backsplash style is your favorite?
Mosaic wall. A custom tile backsplash amps up the energy in this
Seattle kitchen, which also features a chopping station. The first
photo made the top 40 new kitchen photos; the second did not but shows a nice detail of the
tile.
Party tile. Teardrop-shaped teal and white tiles evoke the bubbling top of a glass of Champagne
in this Canadian kitchen backsplash. The inventive pattern is more lively than a full wall of the
teal tiles would be. Also, fading to white as the backsplash goes higher gives the space a more
airy, open feel.
Halfway up. This intricate backsplash in a kitchen in Moscow goes halfway
up the wall — just the right amount so that the detailed pattern doesn’t
overwhelm the eye. Capping the backsplash with a shelf adds to the
kitchen’s storage and design.
Mezzanotte. This hand-painted ceramic tile brings an artisanal look to a
traditional white kitchen. Geometric pottery and wooden salt and pepper
containers underscore the handmade feel.
Chevron. The designer of this kitchen, the fifth-most popular
new kitchen photo on Houzz from April through June, used a
chevron pattern for the backsplash. Chevron is made up of
continuous V shapes and is a close cousin of herringbone, a
pattern frequently seen on wood floors that has a broken, or
staggered, V pattern.

Whatever you decide – or if you can’t decide! Atlantic Kitchen
& Bath is here with everything you need in order to makeover
your kitchen. Give us a call today at 302-645-8500. Visit our website at www.AtlanticKB.com

